C a p a b i l i t i e s
Three Byte is a technology consulting firm
based in New York City. We specialize
in designing innovative AV solutions
for challenging projects of all sizes.
By combining industry experience and
a creative development process, we work
with clients to ensure every project is
a success.

Technology Consulting
AV System Design
Custom Software
231 West 29th Suite 504,
NY, New York
646 233 1700

Project

Audemars Piguet
Client:
MA3 Agency
Scope:
Projection and Audio Installation

In the beginning of 2012, MA3 Agency asked Three Byte to design a projection
and audio installation for the 40th anniversary tour of the Royal Oak, the flagship
timepiece of Audmars Piguet. Starting the tour at the Park Avenue Armory in
NYC, and continuing to Milan, Paris, Geneva, Beijing and Singapore throughout the
year, Three Byte designed a touring packaging of equipment and coordinated and
supervised the installation at each city on the tour.
Three Byte worked closely with the artists whose work was commissioned for the
tour: Davide Quayola’s “Matter”, and Sebastien Agneessens’s “Between Now and
Then”. Three Byte ensured that the media systems supported their artwork to
the fullest extent, accommodating the different venues, cultures, and equipment
availability.
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Project

MoMA Media Lounge
Client:
MoMA
Scope:
Software Design and Integration

As part of their ongoing initiative to preserve and present video- and audio-based
artworks, MoMA (www.moma.org) engaged Three Byte Intermedia to develop their
MoMA Media Lounge. This dedicated space within the museum allows visitors to
browse the collection using an iPad interface and experience works in their entirety
through historically accurate display technology.
Three Byte Intermedia leveraged the ActiveDeck (www.activedeck.com) platform to
provide a graphically seamless browsing interface that can easily be updated by the
museum as they acquire more works and make them available digitally. Three Byte
developed a custom macro system that allows museum staff members to extract all
of the relevant content from an Excel spreadsheet and deploy an updated version of
the public browsing interface to all of the iPads in each kiosk in a matter of minutes.
Three Byte worked closely with all of the related departments at the museum to
ensure that the system would be maintainable and integrate well into their existing
technology environment.
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Project

Sony Wonder: Music Maker
Client:
Sony
Scope:
AV System Design and Integration

The Sony Wonder Lab is a showcase of digital technology that uses hands-on
exhibits to teach and entertain children. A longtime client, Sony recently asked
Three Byte Intermedia to create a new exhibit about how different musicial
instruments, effects and styles come together to create songs. Three Byte
designed and installed the Music Maker AV system, an interactive table using Sony
projectors and a custom mirror system. With Music Maker, kids manipulate “audio
blocks” to create their own song mixes using tracks from multiple genres. Unified
Field designed the experience along with Sony, and created the software.
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Project

Maclaren: Hong Kong & New York
Client:
Maclaren
Scope:
Software Design and Integration

When Maclaren, the British retailer known worldwide for strollers, carriers, and
personal care products for mothers and children, created showroom-style stores
that veered from the traditional, merchandise-packed environment, it approached
Three Byte Intermedia. The company wanted customers in its new stores to explore
and interact with its products digitally. Three Byte’s solution: iPad kiosks running
catalogs that Maclaren can quickly update without touching a single line of code.
The catalog’s menu-driven navigation system, multi-layered descriptions, compelling
imagery, and videos give customers the information- and media-rich experience that
Maclaren was looking for.
ActiveDeck, a Three Byte-created product, drives the catalog. It met Maclaren’s
requirement that its in-store display not involve ground-up development, saving
time and money, and ensuring that Maclaren could maintain the catalog without
a developer.
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With ActiveDeck, Maclaren uses PowerPoint as a content management system
to add or modify product information and other catalog content. Maclaren can
also use ActiveDeck to easily create location-specific versions of the catalog
throughout its network of stores.
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Project

Infiniti Leadership Summit
Client:
AMCI
Scope:
Software Design and Integration

In order to focus renewed enthusiasm on its brand presence, the luxury car manufacturer Infiniti planned to invite franchise dealers from around the US to a uniquely
engaging Leadership Summit that rallied around an enhanced customer experience
promise. As the producer of the engagement campaign, brand-leadership expert
AMCI wanted to use Apple iPads throughout the presentations to demonstrate the
streamlined, technology-enabled experience they expect dealers to present and
emulate. AMCI sought out Three Byte Intermedia to develop a personal presentation and interaction platform based on iPads for 100 attendees at a time.
Three Byte designed a hardware and software system to coordinate and control
a room full of iPads as users completed interactive exercises and submitted their
results. In one activity, facilitators asked attendees to sort a series of words into
different categories based on how well they thought the word represented the
brand. When the exercise was completed, the collective results were automatically
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aggregated and shown on the main presentation screen for everyone to review.
This allowed the facilitators instant feedback and the ability comment on the
actual responses from the room.
Each iPad had a custom-built Infiniti-themed app written by Three Byte and
installed before the event. Utilizing registration information from AMCI’s online
participant registration website, users were greeted with a highly personalized
experience that included their name, dealership, and email address. This personalization also allowed users to receive an email after the event with a complete
record of the brainstorming and action planning ideas they entered during the
interactive iPad exercises. Furthermore, as permitted by the users, Infiniti can
also access this information to follow up and support dealers with their proposed action plans.
The centralized control system consists of a local Microsoft SQL/IIS server,
a dedicated gigabit network, and Ruckus wireless access points provided by
Scharff Weisberg in each of the meeting rooms where iPads are used. The
backend system was organized around a piece of software written by Three
Byte which allows central control and status monitoring of all of the iPads, users,
and submitted results. The operator has complete control over what is shown
on the iPads at any given time. At the end of the event, the operator can reset
all of the iPads with the push of single button, and they are ready to go for a new
group the following day.
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Project

Pirate & Treasure Museum
Client:
Systems Design Company
Scope:
AV System Design and Control
Software Development

When Pat Croce decided to relocate his famed Pirate Soul museum from Key West
to St. Augustine, Florida, he wanted to gather the original team that had successfully
and seamlessly built the museum in 2004. He reached out to the project manager,
David Girgenti, (a former ScharffWeisberg colleague of ours) who headed the team
responsible during the initial installation. Now at Systems Design Company, David
enlisted Three Byte Intermedia to oversee the engineering and programming stages
of the redesign and relocation of the museum exhibits.
In order to keep costs under control, Three Byte worked with an inventory of
existing hardware where possible, and recommended forward-looking upgrades
for specific components in order to ensure a long and low-maintenance lifetime in
St. Augustine. The turn-key system includes Crestron control components, BiAmp
audio processors, small form-factor Dell computers, and ELO touchscreen monitors
The system was installed on an accelerated schedule that targeted a concrete hard
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opening date. Given the highly-themed environmental exhibits and tightly
coordinated audio soundscapes and lighting effects that lead visitors throughout the experience, the well thought-out installation plan, engineering
documentation and pre-programming were crucial to the smooth installation.
The completely renovated and renamed St. Augustine Pirate & Treasure
Museum opened in December 2010 to rave reviews and excited crowds.
It’s a treasure!
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Project

Paley Center Workflow Software
Client:
The Paley Center for Media
Scope:
Database Design, Software Design
& Development

Three Byte designed and deployed a suite of custom applications that dramatically
increased ease of use, automated simple tasks, and eliminated discrepancies
between different departments. This culminated in a completely redesigned and
integrated backend system and a new visitor experience, which leverages the same
efficient centralized software infrastructure.
During this process, the project team designed and managed the migration of
several disparate FileMaker databases into a centralized MS SQL server, ensuring
proper relational consistency and defining important constraints and relationships
that had not been enforced previously. Every month, the Paley Center acquires,
captures, edits, reviews and encodes hundreds of hours of video. After obtaining
a deep understanding of this process, Three Byte implemented a custom Data
Portal that allows user involved in each step the process to efficiently contribute
to the media workflow. Individual users are given access to certain functionality
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based on Security Roles associated with their Windows domain credentials. This quickly became the standard media
asset management application for most departments throughout the Paley Center, allowing an intuitive and consistent
view into the hundreds of thousands of catalog records in their unique collection. The entire project was very carefully
managed to ensure that regular day-to-day operations at the Paley Center remained largely uninterrupted, even as the
entire system evolved over several iterations.
Another application named the Media File Manager runs as a background service constantly monitoring the final
outputs from an AnyStream encoding system. These assets are divided up and distributed across a structured file
hierarchy allowing easier navigation of the asset tree on disk. At the same time, the Windows Media Video assets
are parsed and periodic thumbnail keyframes are extracted and saved as jpegs. These thumbnails are used in the clientfacing Digital Library application to help users visually navigate the timeline of a video file.
The Paley Center also requires significant amounts of off-site storage to protect their uncompressed video assets that
would be prohibitively expensive to store safely in nearline disk arrays. However, they need to be able to recall the original
assets easily. Three Byte designed a custom synchronization service to pull data from an existing ArcServe backup
system and correlate that with asset metadata into the centralized Data Portal application, via the backend database.
This allows video technicians to view location and access information for all off-line assets side by side with on-site
versions and recall as necessary. Throughout the process, the project team was careful to ensure that staff
administrators fully understood how each component works so they would be able to maintain it over time. All source
code was delivered at each development milestone to emphasize that there were no magic words or secret knowledge
necessary to use the system, just good code.
Three Byte also integrated with the existing Raiser’s Edge membership database to ensure that every member’s experience is consistent and seamless.
In addition, Three Byte provided end-to-end development in order to provide a fully operational, monitored web portal
hosted on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud, EC2. The web-based backend differed significantly from the on-premise
version because the digital media needed to be streamed securely across the internet rather than just accessed locally
across an internal network. Three Byte Intermedia integrated a custom Brightcove media player into the Silverlight-based
iCollection to provide the same viewing and listening experience for users familiar with the Paley Center’s existing Digital
library. All media is delivered via encrypted streaming protocols. Additionally, Three Byte designed the on-premise
database to be merge-synchronized with the database hosted on EC2 automatically.
Three Byte also developed and customized an automated workflow that integrates with the Paley Center’s existing
digitization process to index and upload new media to Brightcove’s transcoding and streaming platform as it becomes
available. In this way, content is simultaneously made available both on premise and for remote streaming without
additional operator action.
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Project

HP Lobby
Client:
Tronic Studio
Scope:
System Design and Integration,
Software Design and Integration

Tronic Studio had a vision for a media installation to be located at the headquarters
of Hewlett-Packard in Palo Alto. The physical design suggested difficult video
hardware challenges, and the content design included many requirements that
precluded the use of any available software tools. Three Byte Intermedia was
brought on to assist throughout the evolving design and implementation process
by providing system design, installation management and software development
services.
The system, as installed, consists of 36 HP 47” LCD monitors mounted in portrait
orientation, forming a video wall 2 panels high and 18 panels wide. Each column
of 2 panels is mounted on a frame that rotates around a vertical pole. The sound
system includes 8 small speakers placed inside alternating columns, and 3 subwoofers mounted below the floor. The system supports synchronous 8-channel audio
for video content that spans the entire wall.
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The playback/render system consists of 9 HP workstations, each driving 4
displays with a pair of NVidia Quadro 4800 graphics cards. Three Byte wrote a
custom video application that decodes 8 simultaneous 1080p 30fps mpeg-2
files per workstation and renders 74 mega-pixels 30 times per second to the
monitor array. The system supports full native-resolution content. The computers are kept in sync via a network synchronization protocol, also developed for
this project. The synchronization mechanism allows for frame-accurate looping
and seamless frame-to-frame transitions between videos.
A video camera over the vestibule near the entrance detects a person entering
the space. Upon entering, a visitor is greeted by a brief transparent video overlay
welcoming them to the space, displayed on top of the regular video content.
The motion detection application is intelligent so it will trigger the greeting when
a visitor arrives but not when he departs.
Tying all the components together is a Control System, and Content Management System (CMS). The CMS allows a user to stretch and position videos on
the wall, specify transparent overlay and underlay images, and build synchronous playlists for multiple videos running on different parts of the wall.
The six right-most columns of monitors are positioned at a distance from the
other 12, so the entire video wall, including all mullions and other spacing
between screens, has a virtual canvas size of 32,498 x 3,972 pixels, while the
actual resolution of the monitors is 19,440 x 3,840. The CMS includes tools for
importing content up to this size for overlay, underlay, and native-resolution
video frame sequences, all of which are automatically sliced into 1920 x 1080 HD
pieces appropriate for the individual displays. The CMS automatically handles all
mullion management, ensuring that content always remains spatially consistent
as it spans multiple displays.
When the monitors are rotated to face backwards, those that were once on the
right end of the video wall are now on the left. To handle such discrepancies, the
Control System detects the orientation of each column of monitors as it rotates
around its pole, and directs it to play different video content, depending on
which way it is facing. The Control System also includes a flexible schedule for
managing email error reporting and daily system startup and shutdown.
The video rendering application is a 64-bit C++/DirectX application, using nVidia’s
CUDA technology. The Control System and CMS is written in C#/WPF and
employs a MS SQL 2008 database. The motion detection application is C++/
openGL.
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Project

Sprint at JFK
Client:
Tronic Studio
Scope:
System Design and Integration,
Software Design and Integration

In anticipation of a major new product launch, Tronic Studio engaged Three Byte
Intermedia to help produce an impactful advertising display for Sprint located in
American Airline’s Terminal at JFK airport. Tronic and Goodby, Silverstein &
Partners wanted a way to showcase the functionality, speed, and breadth of Sprint’s
service and products with a high resolution 24/7 display that is sure to catch
everyone’s attention at the busy entrance to the terminal.
Three Byte was able to offer technology advice throughout the process of determining the most effective display configuration, continuously adapting to changing
requirements and new design goals. Ultimately, Three Byte specified a combination
of very small mullion LCD displays and high-performance custom-built computer
hardware. In a matter of weeks, Three Byte designed, prototyped and implemented
a video software solution that incorporates 11-megapixel native-resolution frame
sequence playback.
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The short looping video segment depicts a variety of information about different aspects of the city such as the number of police patrol cars on the roads, or
the number of rats in the subways. In addition, real-time data about the flights
that are arriving and taking off at the airport, weather conditions in different
cities and the current traffic on major New York roads are collected from XML
feeds and dynamically incorporated into the video content. Three Byte provided the software to poll multiple disparate data feeds and generate appropriate
graphical overlays in real time to seamlessly present the information to viewers.
The primary display software is based on C++/DirectX while the data feeds
are aggregated and graphical overlays are created and rendered dynamically
through C# using Windows Presentation Foundation; both have been designed
to be true 64 bit applications. Multiple display computers are kept in frameaccurate sync with a proprietary C++ scalable network synchronization library
develop by Three Byte Intermedia.
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Project

Sony Wonder Technology Lab
Client:
Sony
Scope:
Hardware Design and Integration,
Show Control Design and
Development

The Sony Wonder Technology Lab is an interactive museum focused on informing
visitors about the most recent advances in signal processing, medical imaging,
animation and 3D motion capture. Patrons are given an RFID card when they enter
and asked to enter some user information to help personalize their experience.
Throughout the rest of the museum, visitors must use their card to activate the
exhibits, which then recognize and greet the individual making use of the
preferences entered at the beginning of their experience.
Three Byte Intermedia consulted on the A/V system design and then was chosen
to provide system integration services and all of the show control programming.
The system features Medialon Manager Pro as the show control backbone,
coordinating over 200 exhibit devices in the field including audio and lighting
subsystems, motion sensors, and interactive PCs. The control architecture was
designed specifically to manage this complexity in a structured and scalable way
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by utilizing multiple instances of Medialon Manager to provide redundancy
and mitigate complexity. In addition, Three Byte designed the visitor database
and the physical and logical communications infrastructure to support the
interactive applications developed by the content producers.
One of the most dramatic effects in the museum features LED lighting to
demonstrate signal transmission through a network. Thousands of individual
ColorKinetics fixtures are combined and routed through the space, depicting
a pipeline of flowing information. The virtual network comes to life when
visitors can inject their own colored signals into the flow and see them travel
alongside other signals to their destination. While the effect could have been
accomplished through recorded or scripted DMX cues, it would have been
difficult and unwieldy to ensure that independent visitors at different exhibit
kiosks could trigger their signals autonomously and possibly simultaneously
while maintaining the aesthetic look of the whole pipeline. Instead, Three Byte
developed a solution to use a custom application developed with the Java-based
Processing framework. Each of the individual LED fixtures was mapped on to a
pixel of a computer- generated video signal in the lighting controller.
The Processing application then treated the whole pipeline as a graphical canvas,
rendering the desired look for the entire installation in real-time.
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Project

Digital Conversation at OpenWorld ‘08
Client:
Oracle
Scope:
Realtime Video Rendering
Application and Show Control
Development

Designed exclusively for the Oracle OpenWorld 2008 Conference in San Francisco,
the Conversation installation sought to engage convention participants in an
exchange of ideas through large-scale video art. Three Byte Intermedia was asked
to implement the look for a dynamic new video component.
Three Byte provided a text rendering engine developed with Processing software,
that displays continuous streams of visitor comments, evoking a river of ideas.
Out of this river, some comments are momentarily brought into focus in their
entirety before drifting back into the mix.
Convention participants were encouraged to enter new comments at dedicated
kiosks and then look up at a local Conversations display to see the comment
immediately brought into focus. The result was a compelling combination of
dynamic visualization and real-time, user-generated content.
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The text rendering application was deployed on 20 distributed systems throughout the conference, including LCD displays paired with input kiosks, theatrical
projections during the keynote address, and 3 specially-designed LED systems
in and around the conference site. On the larger LED Conversation displays, the
Conversation text alternated periodically with branded video content.
The video and text rendering control system was implemented with Medialon
Manager show control software which allowed on-the-fly customization of
the look of each display surface and real-time control of playlists containing
pre-rendered video content.
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Project

Big Bambu
Client:
Starn Studio
Scope:
Software and System Design

In the summer of 2009, acclaimed American artists, Doug and Mike Starn of
Starn Studio asked Three Byte Intermedia to develop a video capture system to
document the construction and evolution of their warehouse-sized sculpture
entitled Big Bambu. The artwork consists of more than 2,000 poles of bamboo
which are assembled by rock climbers under the direction of the Starn brothers.
The piece is fascinating both for its statement as a static shape of impressive
proportion, but also for the ongoing process by which it evolves over time.

The location of the project precludes the possibility of capturing a single
image of the entire sculpture evolving from any one vantage point. The Starns
had designed an array of 119 cameras (the cameras are grouped into 17
columns, each of which contains 7 cameras) with the ambitious idea of
capturing and stitching together into a single composite image. They contacted
many video and software developers and had many dead ends until they
contacted Three Byte.
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Three Byte took the Starns’ design and added a capture computer to each
of the 17 columns. Each of these computers captures images from its 7
cameras and assembles the frames into a single tall column of video. These
computers also manage the slight offset and stretching of the camera images to facilitate the alignment of adjacent cameras. A master computer
collects the imagery from the 17 columns and constructs a single high-resolution composite image of the entire sculpture. Imagery is captured and
composited in half-second bursts once per minute.
As rock-climbers work through the day, the master computer shows them
moving in and out of individual camera frames as they traverse the structure and the massive composite video frame. Throughout the day, images
are automatically uploaded to the Starn Studio website so that the most
recent progress is always visible to the public, and they are written to the
hard drive which will result in a time lapse of the entire piece as it walks
down the 300’ long studio space.
Three Byte Intermedia wrote custom OpenGL software that captures,
composites, sends the video images over the network, and renders to a
5760x1080 surface, consisting of 3 HD monitors. Even with a Gigabit
Ethernet infrastructure, the network had to be design specifically to
accommodate large bursts of image data, utilizing 4 subnets and 4 network
adapters on the main computer to prevent transmission delays.
As bamboo is removed from one end and added to the other over the
lifetime of the sculpture, the sculpture moves throughout the space in
which it is housed. The Starns designed the camera grid system to move
with it and ThreeByte configured the array to work as plug-n-play.
Each vertical column of cameras can be taken down from one end of the
grid, moved to the other end and plugged back in with a minimal amount
of reconfiguration. The central display system deals with arranging the
columns the correct order in the frame. Cropping, alignment, and
configuration controls for each camera are all available through the
centralized master computer.
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Project

MoMa Sleepwalkers
Client:
Scharff Weisberg
Scope:
Software System Design and
Development

Three Byte Intermedia developed the show control system for the recent exhibition
of Doug Aitken’s multi-screen synchronized video presentation, sleepwalkers. The
exhibition, which ran nightly at MoMA for several weeks, was supported by a large
AV system which included 7 building-sized outdoor projections created by Christie
S+20k and Christie Roadie 25k projectors.
The show control system was designed around several major constraints, yet still
remained versatile and robust for the application. Given the dispersed placement of
the video screens, the Dataton Watchout playback PCs were distributed into 3 staging areas. However, because frame-accurate synchronization was needed and there
was no standard wiring infrastructure, a wireless network communications system
was required. The solution involved a network of multiple Ethernet switches and six
802.11g bridges.
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The show control software architecture revolved around synchronizing a pair
of Medialon Manager systems over the wireless network. Communications
were monitored with a beat packet system. In the event of a network drop-out,
the show control systems monitored GPS time, and were designed to fall back
onto a precisely programmed schedule in the event of loss of communications,
thereby maintaining frame synchronized playback, and proper operation of the
projectors as well as the external heating and cooling subsystems. When communications were restored, the show control systems would revert back to
network control.
Due to the extreme cold of winter in New York, the system designers fitted
each projection tower with space heaters, and because of the extremely bright
and hot projectors, intake and exhaust fans as well. The show control system
was responsible for tracking the temperature in each projection enclosure and
resolving the control to ensure proper operation of the fans. The show control
system maintained extensive logs for over- and under-temperature alarms, and
the threshold of the alarms were user adjustable. In addition, logs of the heartbeats were maintained and written to files so that they could be searched and
graphed in order to detect trends in the performance of the wireless network
and temperature conditions in the enclosures.
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Project

NY Times Moveable Type
Client:
EAR Studio
Scope:
Hardware Systems Design and
Show Control Development

In the fall of 2007, Three Byte worked with artists Ben Rubin of EAR Studio and
Mark Hansen of UCLA to design the backend technology and infrastructure for
their art installation, Moveable Type, at the NY Times Building.
This architectural media exhibit combines streams of archival and real-time text
from the New York Times into an orchestrated information montage. Each of 560
small monochrome displays is coordinated to entice passersby to focus on a snippet
that is thematically related to the nearby displays, digitally illustrating the network of
ideas the Times stimulates every day.
To support the visually complex user experience, the hardware system uses
Comtrol serial device servers, a Yamaha DME 24 audio DSP, QSC audio amplifiers,
Dell workstations, and gigabit network components. Three Byte designed the
control system and worked with Excel Media Systems to a complete a
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thoughtfully integrated hardware solution.
Three Byte was also asked to provide the software for the show control system
which required a simple, yet extensible, scheduling mechanism for scripting playback of the creative scenes developed by Mark and Ben. Using Medialon Manager, the show control system also gracefully handles device control, verbose
event logging, and system presets to accommodate special events at the touch
of a button.
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